ROADMAP TO JUSTICE AND LIFE OF DIGNITY FOR THOSE POISONED BY UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION & DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY

Failure to prosecute ongoing crimes
- Pursue Dow Bribery Case
- Stop Dow Chemical from selling UCC Intellectual property in India

Light Sentence for Indian Accused
- Pursue Revision Application in Sessions Court, Bhopal and Appeal in the MP High Court Against Indian Accused

Absconding Foreign Accused
- Pursue Criminal Summons Against Dow Chemical
- Extradition of Anderson and Representative of UCC & UCE

Grossly Inadequate Compensation for Survivors
- Correction of Figures of Injury & Death in the Curative Petition pending in the Supreme Court
- Assess the Depth & Spread of contamination, Excavate, containment and transport toxic material aboard for safe disposal
  - 350MT to be disposed off in safe facility as per intl standards

Severe contamination of Ground water & Soil
- Create Treatment Plans, Bring in Specialist, Integrate traditional medicine, Medical care to contamination affected
- Make BMHRC an institute of national

Chronic Illness
- Ensure Medical Research to determine treatment
- Computerize medical records & issue Health cards
- Provide figures of death and injury for Appropriate compensation

Lack of Medical Research, Data & Records
- Ensure training, education and placement according to health status

Inability to make a living
- Ensure adequate monthly Pension for disabled, widows, elderly and those without any social support

Lack of social support

Maximum Imprisonment, Criminal Fines & Preventive Action

Additional Compensation for Disaster and Contamination of water

Complete Remediation of Site, Paid for by Dow Chemical

Comprehensive free medical care for survivors and their children and those exposed to contaminated ground water

Secure & sustaining employment for survivors

Dignity for survivors in old age and disability

SITUATION AT PRESENT TIME
- ACTION REQUIRED
- AGENCY OR GROUP TO COMPLETE ACTION
- DESIRED ENDPOINT
- INTERMEDIATE AGENCIES